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 Metabolism is a hot topic in cancer research.

 Signals and tumor microenvironment define different metabolic programs
for enhancing proliferation, dissemination and invasion.

 Opportunity of identifying biomarkers and drug targets for cancer cells
based on metabolic networks and –omics data.

Pylayeva-Gupta et al, 2011, Nature Reviews Cancer





 Information included:
 Substrates and products for an enzyme; 

Stoichiometric coefficients; Reversibility; 
Compartments, Input/output metabolites, 
Biomass equation

 Gene-Protein-Reaction (GPR) rules: Gene-Protein-Reaction (GPR) rules:



MDH1B or MDH1

Max (MDH1B, MDH1)
SDHA and SDHB and SDHC and SDHD

Min(SDHA, SDHB, SDHC, SDHD)

• Genomics
• Transcriptomics
• Proteomics
• Lipidomics
• Metabolomics
• Fluxomics
• ….



Cancer-specific metabolic reconstructionsCancer-specific metabolic reconstructions

Contextualize the reference metabolic network of human cells based on
avaliable –omics data and, then, conduct gene knockout perturbations



data expression with similaritymax

 Cancer-specific metabolic reconstructions:

biomassv
rrr lvu 

Sv=0

 tosubject



• Essential metabolites for cellular growth (biomass reaction)
− Human biomass reaction (Folger et al, 2011)

 Cancer-specific metabolic reconstructions:



• One of these metabolites is disrupted upon gene knockout

 Gene essentiality and drug targets:



• Polyamines in cancer

 Gene essentiality and drug targets:

Error in the database led to APRT as an
essential gene in leukemic cells

Pey et al,  2017, 
Scientific Reports, 



 Large-scale validation of predicted essential genes:

 Project Achilles data: large-scale
gene silencing (knocking out) 
experiments in order to identify
and catalogue genetic
vulnerabilities in cancer.

Lack of accuracy

L. Tobalina et al, 2016, PLoS One



QUESTION

Why and when a metabolic gene is essential for a particular 
molecular context using our modeling perspective?



Minimal Cut Sets – MCSsMinimal Cut Sets – MCSs
(Steffen Klamt’s group)

Identification of groups of metabolic reactions, that, when simultaneously
inhibited, render celular proliferation impossible.  



MCSs- Introduction

Minimal Cut Sets:

• r1, r4

• r1, r6

• r2, r6

• r , r

Based on:

• Optimization Theory
• Duality Theory
• Linear Algebra

Inputs: • r5, r6

• r3, r4, r5

• r2, r3, r4

Inputs:

• Template Metabolic Network
• Target metabolic task

A. von Kamp and S. Klamt. 2014, PLoS Computational Biology

L. Tobalina et al, 2016, Bioinformatics



MCSs – Results



MCSs – Limitations

PROBLEM

Due to complex GPR rules, minimal reaction knockout
strategies may not be minimal at the gene level.

P. Jensen et al, 2011, BMC systems biology



g1

g2

g or g

g5 and g6

g5

MCSs – Limitations

g2 or g3

g4

g5

GPR rules



genetic Minimal Cut Sets – gMCSsgenetic Minimal Cut Sets – gMCSs

Identification of groups of metabolic genes, that, when simultaneously
inhibited, render celular proliferation impossible.  



gMCSs – Our Approach

g1

g2

g5 and g6
Based on:

• Optimization Theory
• Duality Theory
• Linear Algebra

genetic Minimal Cut Sets:

• g5

• g1, g4

g2 or g3

g4

g5
Inputs:

• Template Metabolic Network
• Target metabolic task
• GPR rules

• g1, g4

• g2, g3, g4

GPR rules

I. Apaolaza, 2017, Nature Communications



gMCSs – Our Approach

 A more efficient tool for the calculation of gMCSs was later implemented in the COBRA Toolbox, 
gMCS function.

 Technical details can be found in I. Apaolaza et al, 2018, Bioinformatics.

 Some results (see poster 92 of Luis V. Valcarcel):

 20,000 gMCSs for Recon3D  in less than 48 hours (4 cores at 2.70 GHz, 16GB RAM).20,000 gMCSs for Recon3D  in less than 48 hours (4 cores at 2.70 GHz, 16GB RAM).

Heirendt et al, 2018, 
Nature Protocols (accepted)



gMCSs - Cancer

Returning to our fundamental question:

A particular gene is essential if it is the only expressed gene in at least one gMCS

I. Apaolaza, 2017, Nature Communications

p-value  =  3.78×10−16,
Odds Ratio (OR) = 3.62



gMCSs - Cancer

Essentiality of  RRM1 (Ribonucleotide
Reductate Catalytic Subunit M1) in 
different cancer cell lines

I. Apaolaza, 2017, Nature Communications



gMCSs – Cancer

 Reconstruction process is avoided to identify cancer-specific essential genes.

 Possibility to calculate gMCSs involving a particular gene knockout.

Possibility to calculate gMCSs among a selected subset of genes (e.g. lowly expressed Possibility to calculate gMCSs among a selected subset of genes (e.g. lowly expressed
genes).

 The expression of partner genes of a cancer-specific essential gene (e.g. RRM1) can be used
as response biomarkers.  



gene & drug Minimal Cut Sets – gdMCSsgene & drug Minimal Cut Sets – gdMCSs

Minimal subsets of metabolic inhibitors (drugs) and gene knockouts
that render celular proliferation impossible.  



gdMCSs – Our Approach

Based on:

• Optimization Theory
• Duality Theory
• Linear Algebra

Inputs:

g1

g2

g or g

g5 and g6

g5

Example:

Will d1 be effective for a given
patient?

Translation:

• Template Metabolic Network
• Target metabolic task
• GPR rules
• Drug – Target Relationships

g2 or g3

g4

g5

Drug Target Relationships:

• d1: g1

Is there a gdMCS which contains
d1 and lowly expressed genes 
for the patient under study?

Solution:

{d1, g4} is a gdMCS. If g4 is not expressed, the patient will
benefit from a therapy with d1.

In addition, g4 is a biomarker for the effectiveness of therapy
with d1.



gdMCSs – Methotrexate

• Targets Dihydrofolate Reductase, DHFR.

• DHFR is a metabolic gene which converts dihydrofolate into
tetrahydrofolate.tetrahydrofolate.

• Methotrexate is an interesting drug for our analysis since its mainly
interacts with metabolic targets.



gdMCSs – Methotrexate

• It is a gdMCS in Recon2.v04 (I. Thiele et al, 2013, Nature
Biotechnology) and Recon3D_301 ( E. Brunk et al, 2018, Nature
Biotechnology).

• TK2 commonly not expressed.

gdMCS_1
TK1
TK2

Methotrexate

HYPOTHESIS

The expression level of TK1 will explain de effectiveness of 
Methotrexate.



gdMCSs – Methotrexate

IC50 values of Methotrexate for 533 
cell lines from Genomics of Drug

Sensitivity (GDSC) and gene 
expression data from the Cancer Cell

Line Encyclopedia

We expect a higher expression of the 
partner genes (TK1 and TK2) in those 
cell lines with a higher IC50 value of 

Methotrexate.



gdMCSs – Genomics of Drug Sensitivity in Cancer (GDSC)

gdMCS_1
TK1
TK2

Methotrexate

SENSITIVE

KE-37
JVM2

PF-382
P12-ICHIKAWA

RESISTANT

A498
LOUNH91
U87 MG
BT549



Future Directions

• Integration of RNA-seq data from MM patients
and  healthy cells (Poster 92).

• Application of our approach to target tamoxifene-
resistance breast cancer tumors

• In-vitro validation of synergy of TK1 knockout and 
methotrexate.methotrexate.

• Minimal strategies involving nutrient restrictions
and gene knockouts.

• Integration of tracer-based metabolomics data.

• Accounting for cellular adaptation to our
intervention.

• Extend our approach to signalling and regulatory
networks.
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